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With the UK importing

thousands of tonnes of produce

every week, it’s heartening to see a

British business bucking the trend

by expanding its operations, while at

the same time investing heavily in

the latest energy efficient growing

solutions.

The family run business of R&L

Holt has been dedicated to growing

tomatoes since 1980 – and it shows

in the quality of produce and

advanced techniques employed. All

crops are grown hydroponically

using the water-saving nutrient film

technique (NFT) and recent

investment in the sites has led to

various new technologies being

introduced, from diffused glass and

black-out screens to LEDS and

sodium lights.

Founded by Rick and Laura Holt

– the R&L of the name – the

company also employs the couple’s

son and daughter, Roly and Felicity,

as partners and directors. All produce

is destined for retail, which means

that competition is fierce and the

focus is growing for flavour, in the

most economic and environmentally

friendly way possible.

While growing produce on any

kind of scale is not the easiest

venture, the family has worked

tirelessly to make a commercial

success of the business, providing

local employment and embracing

technology along the way.

SITE SPECIFIC
From small beginnings, the

company has grown to operate three

busy nurseries – Sandylands,

Hornsfield and Springhill – all

located within a few miles of each

other and offering a total glasshouse

spread of 22 acres.

The first site established was

Sandylands Nurseries. Purchased in

1979, it housed a variety of old

greenhouses, which have since been

replaced, and today it comprises just

over four acres of glass. While the

oldest block dates back to 2000, the

latest harnesses some of the most

up-to-date growing technology

available. 

A couple of miles up the road,

the Hornsfield Nursery is operated

by Rick and Laura’s son, Roly. This

site was purchased in 2004, with a

new six-acre block completed the

following year.

The third and most recent site is

Springhill Nurseries, a 12-acre block

located around 10 minutes’ drive

from the other two nurseries, which

has been built to R&L Holt’s

specifications on land rented from

the company’s marketeers. An

anaerobic digester for composting

waste was added to Springhill in
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2013 by the marketeers, to try and

make the nursery as carbon neutral

and ‘green’ as possible.

ADVANCED GROWING
TECHNOLOGY
Instead of using soil or a substrate

like most other growers, the

company employs the nutrient film

technique (NFT) for cultivating its

tomatoes. The plants sit in troughs in

a solution, which is pumped round

the system so that each plant only

takes up what it needs. Because this

is a closed system, it’s a water-

efficient solution, with no need for

traditional irrigation.

By cultivating all its produce

in protected glasshouses, the business

has been able to extend the growing

season to run from February until

November. A new glasshouse within

Sandylands Nursery, opened in May

of this year, will extend this further

for a year-round growing season.

Covering 8,300 sq m, the newly

built production unit has diffused

glass and two rows of LEDs for

energy efficiency. The plan is to add

sodium lights in August to ready the

area for winter production. In

addition, there are two new screens:

one to provide black-out at night-

time and the other for energy

savings or shading, depending on

when it needs to be used. 

There is also a combined heat

and power unit to help mitigate the

cost of electricity and allow some of

it to be exported to the grid. Solar

panels are installed at Sandylands as

from last week on the annex and a

new first-floor office, canteen and

viewing area have been added.

“It’s all a learning curve, so it’s

very exciting and we’re very pleased

with the results to far,” says Laura

Holt. “The production in the new

greenhouse is very good and what

we’re trying to determine is how

much is down to the LED lights and

how much is down to the diffused

glass in the roof. We believe it’s the

first glasshouse for tomato

production in the UK with diffused

glass. This and the other

developments are major additions

for us.”

VARIETY IS THE SPICE OF LIFE
While choosing to focus on one

crop makes economic sense, the

nurseries produce several different

varieties of tomato, including

Annamay, Piccolo, Sunstream and

Elegance, which range from classic

round tomatoes to baby plums and

cherry tomatoes on the vine. All are

grown for flavour, as supermarket

premium ranges.

Crops are produced using

traditional cultivation methods with

no GM plants and the company is a

member of the British Tomato

Growers Association and Red

Tractor assured. Bumblebees are

used for pollination and natural

predators to fight against pests and

diseases.

DESTINED FOR RETAIL
For simplicity, the crops are

picked directly into crates, which are

picked up by the company’s

marketeers, who then pack and

distribute them according to their

orders. All of the tomatoes are

destined for retail – many of them

ending up on the shelves of major

multiples, including Sainsbury’s and

Morrisons, as well as outlets such as

farm shops. 

SO WHY TOMATOES?
Simply put, the family finds them

a more interesting crop to grow

than any other.  

“My husband began by growing

all sorts of things and it gradually

evolved into focusing on tomatoes,”

says Laura Holt. “Mainly because

you don’t simply keep planting,

cropping and replanting – there’s a

lot more to it. It’s more labour

intensive and he just enjoyed

growing tomatoes much more than

any other crop he tried to grow.

Tomatoes are interesting because

each variety has its own quirks.

We’re constantly on the lookout for

new products and varieties. The seed

companies research different types;
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we try them and taste them then we

look at the growing to see if there’s

any particular issue with the plant.

For example, some plants do very

well at certain times of the year then

they tail off.”

Focusing on one single crop also

makes economic sense, she says. “It’s

best to specialise and really

understand your crop. I know some

people who try to grow many

things and I think that’s much

harder – I don’t know how they

keep track.”

DEDICATED STAFF
By attracting – and retaining –

good quality, highly trained staff,

R&L Holt runs successfully with a

relatively low number of employees:

fewer than 50 across all three sites. 

“We have low staff turnover and a

good retention rate,” says Laura

Holt. “Even those on seasonal

contracts come back year after year.

Our staff are highly trained and very

dedicated – some of them even

share our passion about tomatoes!

There’s some flexibility built in: we

tell them what we want for the

week and they can plan their life

around it, which seems to work

well.” 

VALUING THE CROP
One major issue that R&L Holt

has to address is how little retail

prices for tomatoes have increased

over recent years. Because some of

the costs relating to running the

business – such as gas and electricity

– have risen at a much higher rate

than tomato prices, finding energy

savings and other efficiencies is vital

to the continuing success of the

business.

“As a nation, I don’t think we

value our food as much as some

other nations, pro rata on how

much of our income we spend on

food,” says Laura Holt. “Sometimes

in our market produce is bought

because it’s cheaper, but it

doesn’t necessarily taste as

good. That’s the way life is.

We continually look at

energy efficiencies to

mitigate this; without that,

life would be tough.”

FORWARD LOOKING
Despite having recently

installed the latest new

growing systems, the family

business is always looking to

the future. While none of

the family has been trained

in horticulture, learning

instead on the job, Laura

Holt believes that drive and

determination are what has

made R&L Holt one of the

few family businesses remaining in

tomato growing in the UK.

“Forever in the back of your

mind there are issues such as the

availability of water that might or

might not come about as we get

more populated; these are the kind

of things that you have to keep in

mind,” Laura Holt explains. “At the

moment, diffused glass is new, but

you can’t just stop there, you’ve got

to continually chip away and look

for improvements, whatever they

might be in the future. You’ve got to

keep up to date and embrace new

technology if you think it’s the right

thing for your business.”

As an expanding business, R&L

Holt is also constantly on the look

out for land to provide new

growing opportunities. “We are keen

to improve and expand our base.

Although we are doing well, you

have to be a reasonable size these

days to keep going. When the time

comes to hand the business over,

we’d like our son and daughter to

take control of something that is

really going places; something that

we can be proud of with a firm

basis, so they can carry it forward.”
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